ABSTRACT
The phenomenon known as sakibphobia, a recently recognized psychological occurrence, has gained considerable attention due to its significant impact on individuals’ emotional welfare and societal interactions. This scholarly manuscript aims to conduct a thorough and critical investigation of sakibphobia using three prominent sociological paradigms: structural functionalism, symbolic interactionism, and conflict perspective. Employing an exhaustive review of existing literature, this research scrutinizes the theoretical underpinnings, assumptions, and ramifications associated with these frameworks concerning sakibphobia. Sakibphobia encompasses an intense trepidation or repulsion that individuals experience towards those they perceive as surpassing them in accomplishments or achievements. Within the domain of psychology, it signifies a complex interplay between self-worth, social comparisons, and the fear of inadequacy. Through the lens of structural functionalism, this article investigates the origins of sakibphobia as a byproduct of societal expectations and norms that prioritize personal achievements and success. It delves into the influence of social institutions in perpetuating these expectations and examines the potential adverse effects on individuals’ mental well-being and overall health.
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BACKGROUND
The term sakibphobia, coined by S M Nazmuz Sakib, refers to the negative feelings or attitudes that individuals may have towards those who they perceive as outperforming them in achievements or accomplishments [1]. This concept has important implications for the mental and emotional health of individuals, as well as for their social and professional interactions. In this academic discussion, our goal is to critically explore sakibphobia from the perspectives of three major sociological paradigm: structural functionalism, symbolic interactionism, and conflict theory [2,3]. By comparing and contrasting these perspectives, our aim is to evaluate the theoretical foundations, assumptions, and consequences of each approach in understanding the intricate phenomenon of sakibphobia.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Structural functionalism
The structural functionalist perspective emphasizes the interconnectedness of social structures and institutions that enable society to operate as a cohesive, stable system. According to this viewpoint, all aspects of society serve vital functions that contribute
Symbolic interactionism

In contrast to structural functionalism’s broad emphasis on social systems, symbolic interactionism concentrates on micro-level interactions and meanings. This perspective highlights how individuals interpret, define, and construct society based on interpersonal interactions and communications [5]. According to Herbert Blumer, one of the founders of symbolic interactionism, human beings act toward things based on the meanings those things have for them. These meanings arise from social interactions and interpretations rather than intrinsically.

Applying this lens to sakibphobia, the aversion stems not merely from others’ objective accomplishments but the subjective meanings attached to them. The phenomenon may develop because individuals experiencing sakibphobia assign negative connotations and symbols to the achievements of peers they view as surpassing them. For instance, accomplishments become associated with selfishness, elitism, arrogance, or threat. Those perceiving others’ success through this adversarial symbolic lens consequently experience discomfort, resentment, or prejudice.

Furthermore, symbolic interactionism points to potential differences in socialization regarding competitive self-worth and expectations of success between those exhibiting sakibphobia and their targets. Social contexts shape the positive or negative meanings ascribed to outperforming others. Certain sociocultural environments may instill an excessive, combative attitude toward success benchmarks, engendering sakibphobia (Curran and Hill, 2019).

This perspective highlights the need to reevaluate how society socializes individuals about success, outperformance, and self-worth. Reframing cultural narratives and interactions that foster negative attributions to others’ accomplishments could mitigate sakibphobia. However, given its micro-focus, symbolic interactionism risks overlooking how broader institutional forces shape meanings and interactions associated with success and status [5]. An integrative analysis necessitates examining sakibphobia through frameworks, including conflict theory, that capture structural influences.

Conflict theory

Conflict theory emphasizes societal power differentials, hierarchies, and competition over resources as drivers of behaviors and attitudes. This perspective highlights the role of domination and oppression in perpetuating social inequalities along race, class, gender, and other lines. Conflict theorists contend that social order and norms reflect the interests of individuals and groups holding more power within society.

From a conflict perspective, sakibphobia may constitute an attempt to preserve status by those perceiving a threat to their social dominance or access to resources from others’ achievements. For instance, underlying insecurities over losing one’s competitive edge due to changing workplace norms regarding talent development and diversity hiring could manifest as sakibphobia toward demographically diverse high achievers. Those accustomed to previous structures upholding their institutional power may view others’ success as jeopardizing their status and privilege. This worldview fuels prejudice toward accomplished individuals from marginalized groups who defy expectations of lower competence.

Furthermore, conflict theory suggests that constructed societal pressures around achievement as the primary gauge of self-worth may underlie sakibphobia. Successfully conforming to socially prescribed accomplishment benchmarks becomes pivotal for securing social advantages and opportunities. The resulting excessive competitiveness breeds hostility toward outperforming peers, as their success obstructs others’ ability to gain status according to established norms.

Therefore, conflict theory points to the need for institutional reforms that democratize access to resources and restructure societal success metrics to alleviate the zero-sum mentality fueling sakibphobia. However, the perspective has been critiqued for an overly pessimistic focus on discord and downplaying consensus. Integrating other paradigms can thus provide a more balanced, multilayered framework for examining sakibphobia.

Toward an integrative perspective

Evidently, no one paradigm offers an exhaustive account of sakibphobia’s emergence and role in society. While structural functionalism sheds light on sakibphobia as a response to destabilizing social change, symbolic interactionism reveals how destructive meanings attached to success contribute to this
aversion. Meanwhile, conflict theory highlights sakiphobia’s links to hierarchies, power dynamics, and competition. An integrative sociological analysis of sakiphobia necessitates synthesizing these perspectives.

For instance, competitive, individualistic cultural narratives around achievement could create anomie and alienation as traditional social bonds weaken, fueling sakiphobia as individuals perceive threats to their status. Furthermore, dysfunctional interactions where groups label each other’s success as unfair or arrogant may be shaped by conflicts over access to opportunities. Therefore, addressing sakiphobia requires strengthening social integration, fostering positive meanings around achievement, and reducing competitive pressures arising from inequality.

Systematically analyzing sakiphobia through foundational sociological perspectives illuminates this phenomenon’s multifaceted drivers. While no single framework offers an exhaustive explanation, considering their syntheses facilitates a comprehensive, critical examination of sakiphobia’s role in reflecting and shaping social order. An integrative paradigm can inform impactful solutions to mitigate the psychosocial harms engendered by this phenomenon at both individual and societal levels. Our analysis underscores the need for further scholarly discourse and research on sakiphobia to deepen understanding of its complexities. Examining diverse socio-cultural contexts where this phenomenon manifests can further enrich future sociological investigations. Structural functionalism furnishes a framework to apprehend sakiphobia as a manifestation of social organization and equilibrium within a society. According to this perspective, societal systems comprise interconnected components that collaborate to sustain stability and harmony [2]. In the context of sakiphobia, individuals undergoing this phenomenon may apprehend the potential disruption to the existing social order. They may view the achievements of others as a menace to their own social position or status. From the standpoint of structural functionalism, sakiphobia can be perceived as a mechanism employed by individuals to restore equilibrium and uphold the established hierarchy (Figure 1).

Symbolic interactionism, on the other hand, emphasizes the role of subjective meanings and social interactions in shaping human behavior and societal phenomena. According to this perspective, individuals assign meanings to symbols and engage in interpretive processes that influence their actions [2]. In the context of sakiphobia, individuals might attach negative connotations to the achievements of others, perceiving them as a reflection of their own inadequacies or shortcomings. This negative attribution process can lead to the development of aversion, resentment, or prejudice towards those who are perceived as more accomplished. Symbolic interactionism provides insights into the symbolic meanings and social interactions that contribute to the emergence and perpetuation of sakiphobia (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Sociological analysis of sakiphobia
Singh Y, et al. that function together to maintain stability and order. According to this perspective, sakibphobia may be caused by a lack of social integration, where individuals do not feel a sense of belonging or connection to their social groups or communities. In this case, sakibphobia can be addressed by increasing social cohesion and creating a sense of community (Figure 4).

Symbolic interactionism, alternatively, centers on the subjective connotations and interpretations that individuals assign to their encounters and interactions with others [5]. From this vantage point, sakibphobia may be influenced by the social connotations and symbols linked to triumph and accomplishment. For instance, the pressure to conform to societal anticipations of success can engender a sense of inadequacy and inferiority among individuals, consequently leading to sakibphobia. In this scenario, sakibphobia can be addressed by contesting and redefining the societal norms and expectations of success (Figure 5) [1,6,7].

The conflict perspective perceives society as a perpetual struggle for dominion and resources amidst disparate factions and individuals [7,8]. Adopting this standpoint, sakibphobia could be understood as an outward manifestation of power imbalances and social inequalities. A comprehensive understanding of sakibphobia necessitates the incorporation of these theoretical perspectives, facilitating a more nuanced analysis of its effects on individuals and society as a whole (Figure 3). Structural functionalism is a sociological perspective that views society as a complex system of interconnected parts that function together to maintain stability and order. According to this perspective, sakibphobia may be caused by a lack of social integration, where individuals do not feel a sense of belonging or connection to their social groups or communities. In this case, sakibphobia can be addressed by increasing social cohesion and creating a sense of community (Figure 4).

Symbolic interactionism, alternatively, centers on the subjective connotations and interpretations that individuals assign to their encounters and interactions with others [5]. From this vantage point, sakibphobia may be influenced by the social connotations and symbols linked to triumph and accomplishment. For instance, the pressure to conform to societal anticipations of success can engender a sense of inadequacy and inferiority among individuals, consequently leading to sakibphobia. In this scenario, sakibphobia can be addressed by contesting and redefining the societal norms and expectations of success (Figure 5) [1,6,7].

The conflict perspective perceives society as a perpetual struggle for dominion and resources amidst disparate factions and individuals [7,8]. Adopting this standpoint, sakibphobia could be understood as an outward manifestation of power dynamics and inter-group conflicts. For instance, individuals experiencing insecurity due to the achievements of others may exhibit sakibphobic tendencies as a means to preserve their own authority and social standing [9-14]. In such cases, mitigating sakibphobia necessitates rectifying power disparities and fostering a more equitable dispersion of resources and opportunities (Figure 6) [1,15].
Figure 3: Structural perspectives of sakibphobia

Figure 4: Structural functionalism and sakibphobia.

Figure 5: Interactionism and sakibphobia

Figure 6: Comparing sakibphobia and conflict sociology
The phenomenon of sakibphobia, if left unaddressed, can have detrimental consequences in the realm of environmental science and sustainability initiatives. Individuals or groups experiencing sakibphobia may be hostile towards scientists and activists perceived as successful or accomplished in driving environmental progress. They may dismiss evidence-based warnings about ecological crises, oppose policies and lifestyle changes for mitigating climate change, or undermine grassroots green movements out of insecurity, prejudice or fear of disrupting the status quo. This phenomenon can foster denialism, obstructionism, and violence targeting environmentalists, undercutting cooperation needed to develop climate solutions. It can also polarize public discourse and policymaking on scientific issues like pollution, biodiversity loss and decarbonization. Without confronting the complex sociocultural drivers of sakibphobia, it can be weaponized by vested interests to influence public opinion against environmental regulation. Moreover, sakibphobia can impede equitable participation in the green economy transition by marginalizing underrepresented groups’ contributions. Addressing this phenomenon through education, dialogue, inclusive governance and structural reforms is critical for enabling collective environmental action. Overcoming sakibphobia’s detrimental impacts is vital for nurturing diversity in sustainability leadership, securing climate justice, and achieving ecological resilience through unified, science-guided endeavors that leave no one behind.

**Analysis:** As per Schneewind, structural functionalism, symbolic interactionism, and conflict perspective are three prominent sociological theories that offer distinct viewpoints on the functioning of society [16]. When examining sakibphobia, these theories provide critical insights into the underlying social processes and power dynamics contributing to this phenomenon.

Structural functionalism highlights the interdependence and interconnectedness of diverse social institutions and their role in upholding social stability and order [17-20]. Through this lens, sakibphobia can be viewed as a manifestation of social dysfunction, disrupting social harmony and cohesion. The fear, hatred, or discrimination towards more successful individuals can generate tension and conflict within communities or workplaces, potentially resulting in the breakdown of social institutions [21]. Therefore, addressing sakibphobia necessitates the promotion of social integration and harmony, achieved by fostering shared values, norms, and beliefs that encourage cooperation and collective well-being [22-24].

Symbolic interactionism focuses on the significance of symbols and meanings in shaping social interactions and the construction of reality [25]. From this perspective, sakibphobia can be perceived as a consequence of negative meanings and symbols associated with success and achievement [1,26,27]. The fear and hatred towards successful individuals may stem from the belief that their success poses a threat to one’s own self-worth and identity. Consequently, addressing sakibphobia requires the interrogation of negative meanings and symbols linked to success while promoting positive meanings and symbols that highlight personal growth, self-improvement, and cooperation (Figures 7 and 8).

**Figure 7:** Sociological theories in sakibphobia
According to Campbell, conflict perspective emphasizes the role of power and inequality in shaping social relations and institutions [28]. From this perspective, sakibphobia may be seen as a result of the unequal distribution of power and resources in society. The fear and hatred towards successful individuals may arise from the belief that their success is achieved at the expense of others who are marginalized or disadvantaged. Therefore, addressing sakibphobia requires addressing the underlying structural inequalities and power imbalances that contribute to the phenomenon [29]. This can be achieved by promoting social justice, equity, and inclusivity, and challenging the dominant power structures that perpetuate inequality [1].

The objective of this critical literature review is to scrutinize the notion of sakibphobia and its examination within three key sociological frameworks: structural functionalism, symbolic interactionism, and the conflict perspective. Sakibphobia is a term that refers to the feelings of fear, hostility, or prejudice that some people may have towards others who are seen as more successful or accomplished. It can be considered a manifestation of toxic comparative theory, where individuals engage in detrimental or harmful comparisons based on various criteria such as achievements, abilities, appearance, wealth, status, or popularity. The consequences of sakibphobia can include detrimental effects on individuals and society, such as diminished self-esteem, anxiety, depression, envy, resentment, aggression, violence, social isolation, discrimination, injustice, and social unrest [1].

Structural functionalism is a sociological paradigm that views society as a multifaceted system comprising interconnected parts that collaborate to maintain stability and order [30]. According to little, this perspective asserts that each part of society has a function that contributes to the overall well-being of the system. Social norms, values, roles, institutions, and structures are regarded as crucial for sustaining social cohesion and harmony. Deviance or dysfunction arises when certain parts of society fail to fulfill their functions adequately or conflict with other parts.

From a critical structural functionalist standpoint, sakibphobia can be perceived as a maladaptive condition that disrupts social equilibrium and cohesion [17]. Sakibphobia may arise from systemic inequities in providing equal opportunities and resources to all members, impeding their ability to achieve their goals and aspirations. This can foster a sense of relative deprivation among individuals who perceive themselves as disadvantaged or inferior. Additionally, insufficient social integration and regulation can contribute to sakibphobia by hindering the development of a sense of belonging and moral responsibility towards society. As a result, sakibphobia may manifest in various forms of deviant or antisocial behavior, posing a threat to social order and stability. Addressing the underlying causes of sakibphobia and implementing changes and adjustments to societal norms, values, institutions, and structures becomes imperative in reinstating social equilibrium or establishing a new balance [1].

Symbolic interactionism represents a sociological paradigm that focuses on the interactions and interpretations individuals have with symbols and their meanings [25,31]. According to this perspective, individuals construct their reality and identity through their subjective interpretation and negotiation of symbols encountered in their daily lives. Symbols encompass various elements such as words, gestures, objects, signs, or images, which possess shared significance among groups of people. These symbols are not fixed but continuously shaped and modified through social interaction [32]. As Müller explains, symbols serve as a means for individuals to communicate their thoughts, emotions, intentions, expectations, and actions to others. Moreover, symbols are utilized to define both one and others in relation to different social situations and roles [33].

From a critical symbolic interactionist perspective, sakibphobia can be understood as a result of the symbolic interactions occurring between individuals and groups. The emergence of sakibphobia can be attributed to how individuals assign meanings and labels to themselves and others based on perceived achievements or success. Festinger suggests that individuals use symbols such as grades, awards, titles, salaries, cars, houses, clothes, or followers to assess their self-worth and make comparisons with others. Additionally, individuals may employ symbols such as stereotypes, prejudices, insults, or threats to express fear, hatred, or discrimination towards those they perceive as superior or inferior. Sakibphobia can influence individuals’ behavior towards themselves and others in various social contexts and roles. Furthermore, sakibphobia can affect how individuals interpret and respond to symbols and messages conveyed by others [34].

The conflict perspective serves as a critical sociological paradigm that views society as a domain characterized by inequality and struggle among various groups competing for limited resources and power [29]. This perspective posits that society is structured by dominant groups that impose their interests and values upon subordinate groups [35-40]. Conflict and inequality are inherent in society as different groups contend for resources and power [41,42]. Social change occurs through the struggle between dominant and oppressed groups, where the latter challenges the existing social order and seeks transformation. Social problems arise due to the exploitation and oppression of marginalized groups by dominant ones [43].
Drawing from a critical conflict perspective elucidated by Crossman, sakibphobia can be understood as a reflection of the unequal and unjust distribution of resources and power within society [44]. Sakibphobia may result from the ways in which dominant groups utilize their resources and power to maintain their privileged position and exclude or oppress other groups that threaten their interests or values. Additionally, sakibphobia can stem from the resistance or defiance of subordinate groups against the domination and exploitation perpetuated by dominant groups [1]. Sakibphobia can manifest in various forms of conflict and violence aimed at altering or preserving the existing social structure. Furthermore, sakibphobia can unveil the potential for social change and transformation, fostering a more equitable and democratic society [45-48].

This critical literature review has examined the concept of sakibphobia and its analysis within three prominent sociological paradigms: structural functionalism, symbolic interactionism, and the conflict perspective. Each paradigm offers a distinct perspective to comprehend the causes, manifestations, and impacts of sakibphobia on individuals and society. However, it is crucial to recognize that each paradigm has its own strengths and limitations in explaining social phenomena. Therefore, it is essential to approach the study of sakibphobia and its implications for social research from a critical and comprehensive perspective [49-53].

**DISCUSSION**

Sakibphobia, which refers to the irrational fear or aversion towards successful people, can be analyzed through the lenses of different sociological perspectives, including structural functionalism, symbolic interactionism, and conflict perspective.

From a structural functionalism perspective, sakibphobia can be seen as a dysfunctional aspect of society that disrupts the social order and stability. According to this perspective, society is made up of interdependent parts that work together to maintain a stable social system. Sakibphobia can be seen as a threat to this stability because it creates divisions among individuals and groups, leading to social conflict and unrest (Figure 9).

Symbolic interactionism offers valuable insights into the construction and perpetuation of sakibphobia through social interactions and symbolic interpretations. According to this theoretical framework, individuals shape their own perception of reality based on their interactions with others and the symbols they assign meaning to. In the context of sakibphobia, the fear and avoidance of any accomplished individual can be reinforced through social interactions with like-minded individuals and through the portrayal of sakibphobia in a negative light by the media and other cultural symbols (Figure 10).

**Figure 9:** Sociological perspectives on sakibphobia through three canonical concepts

**Figure 10:** Diagram of sociological perspectives on sakibphobia.
The conflict perspective provides an explanation for the power dynamics involved in the development and sustenance of sakibphobia. This perspective posits that society is marked by power struggles between different groups with conflicting interests. In the case of sakibphobia, there may exist underlying power struggles between various cricket teams or fan groups, and the fear and aversion towards successful individuals may stem from these broader conflicts.

Examining sakibphobia through various sociological lenses allows for a more comprehensive understanding of this phenomenon and its wider societal implications. Structural functionalism emphasizes the significance of social harmony and cohesion, symbolic interactionism underscores the role of symbols and meanings, and the conflict perspective highlights the influence of power dynamics and inequality. Incorporating these perspectives can guide future research endeavors and interventions aimed at addressing and mitigating sakibphobia.

Delving deeper, sakibphobia’s multifaceted sociological underpinnings reveal complex interlinkages between structural functionalism, symbolic interactionism, and conflict perspective that demand nuanced analysis and response. Structurally, sakibphobia manifests from disruptions to social cohesion, yet is simultaneously influenced by sociocultural meanings and power differentials. For instance, rapid economic development and globalization can engender anomic and disorienting norms, incubating sakibphobia as groups perceive threats to status quo hierarchies. However, meanings attached to success and narratives of ruthless competitiveness and exclusion constructed through problematic media representations and everyday discourse also shape sakibphobic social comparisons and prejudices. Meanwhile, cached inequalities in resource access empower certain dominant groups to leverage preserving existing advantage over equitable progress. This weaponization of sakibphobia as an instrument of oppression to undermine marginalized groups’ aspirations intensifies rivalry and discord. Therefore, redressing sakibphobia requires restoring social bonds through pluralistic, solidarity-building institutions and shared ethical values that celebrate collaborative achievement. But also imperative is dismantling regressive symbolic constructions of accomplishment positive sociocultural reprogramming and critical consciousness-raising. Simultaneously, advancing substantive equality and social justice via structural reforms to distribute socioeconomic and political capital more equitably can defuse conflictual power dynamics engendering toxic social comparisons.

Synthesized sociological solutions that integrate functional, interpretive, and critical lenses to address sakibphobia’s disruptive impacts are indispensable. But a major epistemological challenge is overcoming insidious normalization of this phenomenon by probing roots in anxieties around ontological security and self-worth. Unpacking how certain privileged ideologies construct lasting asymmetries breeding sakibphobic ideologies within both privileged and oppressed groups is key. Even well-meaning reforms may be limited without reckoning with past abuses. A poor nation adopting meritocracy may empower elites from historically marginalized communities, but overlook class disparities. Social integration initiatives may promote harmony between dominant ethnic groups by further minoritizing others. Gender quotas in leadership can benefit privileged women while bypassing LGBTQIA+ and working-class constituents. Addressing intersectional impacts of sakibphobia thus requires methodical praxis spanning micro to macro levels. This entails meticulous consciousness-raising and narrative transformation to deconstruct toxic prejudices, segregated solidarities, undue elitism, and collective across differences. Policies must holistically redistribute socioeconomic, political, and cultural value equitably while affirming diverse embodiments and ways of being. Ultimately, eradicating multidimensional sakibphobia requires patiently nurturing an ethics of radical love—not just within singular movements or identities, but building uncompromising coalitions that collectively honor and empower the full spectrum of humanity in our shared but uneven journey to actualize universal dignity and justice.

Impact in public health

Sakibphobia, the irrational fear or aversion towards successful individuals, has wide-ranging implications that extend beyond the boundaries of sports and entertainment. This article aims to examine the impact of sakibphobia from a sociological standpoint and shed light on its potential significance for global public health, particularly in improving healthcare systems. By delving into this phenomenon through the lenses of structural functionalism, symbolic interactionism, and conflict perspective, we can acquire a deeper comprehension of the underlying social processes, power dynamics, and their implications for public health interventions. Addressing sakibphobia becomes crucial for fostering a supportive and inclusive healthcare environment, enhancing healthcare access and utilization, and promoting overall well-being.
Taking a structural functionalism perspective, sakibphobia can be viewed as a disruptive element within society, compromising social order and stability. This disruption has consequences for public health, as it may give rise to social divisions and conflicts that impede healthcare access, utilization, and overall well-being. In order to maintain effective healthcare systems, it is imperative to uphold social harmony and cohesion, thereby necessitating the recognition and addressing of sakibphobia.

Symbolic interactionism perspective: Taking a structural functionalism perspective, sakibphobia can be viewed as a disruptive element within society, compromising social order and stability. This disruption has consequences for public health, as it may give rise to social divisions and conflicts that impede healthcare access, utilization, and overall well-being. In order to maintain effective healthcare systems, it is imperative to uphold social harmony and cohesion, thereby necessitating the recognition and addressing of sakibphobia. Sakibphobia can manifest in various ways, such as envy, resentment, hostility, aggression, violence, or isolation. Sakibphobia can affect individuals at personal, interpersonal, and societal levels, and can have detrimental impacts on their mental and physical health, as well as on the functioning of social institutions and systems.

We will examine sakibphobia from a structural functionalism perspective, which is a sociological approach that views society as a complex system whose parts work together to promote solidarity and stability. According to this perspective, each institution, relationship, role, and norm that constitutes a society serves a purpose and is indispensable for the continued existence of the others and of society as a whole. Social change is regarded as an adaptive response to some tension within the system. The functionalist perspective attempts to explain social institutions as collective means to meet individual and social needs.

We will argue that sakibphobia is a disruptive element within society that compromises social order and stability. We will also discuss the consequences of sakibphobia for public health, as it may give rise to social divisions and conflicts that impede healthcare access, utilization, and overall well-being. We will conclude by suggesting some possible ways to recognize and address sakibphobia in various social and cultural contexts.

The functionalist perspective emphasizes the importance of social harmony and cohesion for the proper functioning of society. It assumes that society has evolved like organisms, and that each part of society has a specific function that contributes to the survival of the whole. It also assumes that there is a consensus among members of society on the values, goals, and norms that guide their actions.

However, sakibphobia challenges these assumptions by creating disharmony and conflict within society. Sakibphobia undermines the sense of belonging and solidarity among members of society by creating divisions based on perceived differences in success or achievement. Sakibphobia also erodes the trust and cooperation among individuals and groups by fostering feelings of resentment and hostility. Sakibphobia also threatens the stability and continuity of society by disrupting the functioning of its institutions and systems.

For example, sakibphobia can affect the educational system by creating an unhealthy competitive environment among students and teachers. Students who suffer from sakibphobia may feel insecure about their academic performance and may resort to cheating or dropping out. Teachers who suffer from sakibphobia may feel threatened by their colleagues or students who they perceive as more competent or qualified than themselves. They may also engage in unfair or biased grading or evaluation practices.

Sakibphobia can also affect the economic system by creating an unequal distribution of resources and opportunities among individuals and groups. Individuals who suffer from sakibphobia may feel dissatisfied with their income or occupation and may seek to acquire more wealth or power at the expense of others. They may also engage in unethical or illegal activities such as fraud or corruption. Groups who suffer from sakibphobia may feel marginalized or exploited by those who they perceive as more privileged or advantaged than themselves. They may also engage in collective actions such as protests or strikes to demand more rights or benefits.

Sakibphobia can also affect the political system by creating a polarized and hostile environment among citizens and leaders. Citizens who suffer from sakibphobia may feel alienated or disenfranchised by their government or representatives who they perceive as more influential or authoritative than themselves. They may also engage in anti-social or violent behaviors such as vandalism or terrorism. Leaders who suffer from sakibphobia may feel insecure about their position or legitimacy and may seek to consolidate more power or control at the expense of others. They may also engage in authoritarian or oppressive practices such as censorship or repression.

Sakibphobia can also affect the cultural system by creating a loss of identity and diversity among individuals and groups. Individuals who suffer from sakibphobia may feel inferior or embarrassed about their own personality or life style and may seek to assimilate or conform to those who they perceive as more successful or accomplished than themselves. They may also engage in self-hatred or self-harm behaviors such as substance abuse or suicide. Groups who suffer from sakibphobia may feel threatened or resentful of other cultures or identities who they perceive as more dominant or popular than themselves. They may also engage in intolerance or discrimination practices such as racism or xenophobia.

The functionalist perspective also emphasizes the importance of public health for the well-being of individuals and society. It views health as a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. It also views health as a social product, influenced by the social, economic, political, and cultural factors that shape the lives of individuals and groups.

However, sakibphobia jeopardizes public health by creating barriers and challenges for healthcare access, utilization, and overall well-being. Sakibphobia affects the health of individuals and groups by exposing them to various sources of stress and trauma that can impair their physical and mental health. Sakibphobia also affects the health of society by weakening its capacity to prevent and respond to health problems and emergencies.

For example, sakibphobia can affect the health of individuals by causing them to experience psychological distress such as anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, or suicidal ideation. Sakibphobia can also cause them to experience physiological problems such as hypertension, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, or obesity. Sakibphobia can also cause them to adopt unhealthy behaviors such as smoking, drinking, drug use, or overeating.

Sakibphobia can also affect the health of groups by causing them
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• Supporting individuals and groups who are victims or targets of sakibphobia.
• Challenging individuals and groups who are perpetrators or instigators of sakibphobia (Figure 11).
• Advocating for social justice and human rights for individuals and groups who are affected by sakibphobia.
• Developing inclusive and participatory policies and programs that address the needs and interests of individuals and groups who are affected by sakibphobia.
• Strengthening the capacity and resilience of individuals, groups, institutions, and systems to cope with the challenges posed by sakibphobia.

Recognizing and addressing the far-reaching phenomenon of sakibphobia is an exigent public health imperative, without which the vision of health for all remains elusive. This pernicious phenomenon has detrimental impacts on individuals’ mental and physical health, as well as on the functioning of social institutions and systems.

We have examined sakibphobia from a structural functionalism perspective. We have argued that sakibphobia is a disruptive element within society that compromises social order and stability.

In order to maintain effective healthcare systems and promote public health, it is imperative to uphold social harmony and cohesion among members of society. This requires recognizing and addressing sakibphobia in various social and cultural contexts. Recognizing sakibphobia involves raising awareness and understanding of its causes, manifestations, and impacts on individuals and society. Addressing sakibphobia involves developing and implementing strategies and interventions that aim to prevent, reduce, or eliminate its negative effects on individuals and society.

Some possible ways to recognize and address sakibphobia

• Educating individuals and groups about the concept and consequences of sakibphobia.
• Encouraging individuals and groups to reflect on their own feelings and attitudes towards others who they perceive as more successful or accomplished than themselves.
• Promoting positive values such as respect, appreciation, cooperation, and solidarity among individuals and groups.
• Fostering positive interactions and relationships among individuals and groups based on mutual support, recognition, and empowerment.
• Providing counseling and therapy services for individuals and groups who suffer from sakibphobia.

Recognizing and addressing the far-reaching phenomenon of sakibphobia is an exigent public health imperative, without which the vision of health for all remains elusive. This pernicious phenomenon has deleterious, multilevel impacts that undermine social cohesion, exacerbate inequities, and threaten population health and wellbeing. On an individual level, sakibphobia inflicts immense psychosocial trauma, subjecting targets to discrimination, hostility, stigma, and assault that decimate self-worth and provoke anxiety, depression, isolation, and suicidal ideation. These adverse effects also have physiological manifestations by triggering neurological and endocrinal stress responses that heighten susceptibility to hypertension, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and obesity, chronic disease leading cause of death in most racial/ethnic minority groups, cdc.gov, and other potentially fatal conditions. At the community level, sakibphobia catalyzes divisions, rivalries, and conflict between groups, destroying social capital and trust.

**Figure 11:** Several ways to recognize and address the sakibphobia.
Marginalized populations are especially victimized by this phenomenon, facing prejudice in education, employment, housing, political participation, justice, and other sectors that entrench their disadvantage. This social exclusion and structural violence breeds poor health behaviors like smoking, alcoholism, and drug abuse while blocking access to care and life-saving interventions. Simultaneously, sakibphobia corrupts critical institutions like healthcare systems where vulnerable patients experience discrimination by providers influenced by toxic biases against their identity or background. This compromises quality of care, satisfaction, and health outcomes for affected groups, necessitating anti-discrimination protections, diversity initiatives, cultural competence, and restorative justice to eliminate these inequities. More broadly, sakibphobia threatens population wellness by undercutting social cohesion and stability while diverting critical resources needed for equitable public health infrastructure and universal health coverage. Thus, arresting its complex web of detriments mandates executing multifaceted, multisectoral strategies. First and foremost, cultivating values of solidarity, respect, inclusion, and social justice throughout society is foundational. This requires mass public education and consciousness-raising to deconstruct prejudicial social constructs and norms that engender sakibphobia. Additionally, psychological counseling and support services must aid affected individuals and communities in healing from associated trauma. Policy-wise, institutions and systems warrant major reforms to become diversity-affirming and redistribute power and resources more equitably, including reparative remedies to redress historical wrongs against marginalized groups. Ultimately, alleviating the underlying drivers of marginalization, insecurity, and lack inciting toxic social comparisons and sakibphobia is indispensable for securing health for all and fulfilling the universal right to the highest attainable standard of health.

CONCLUSION

Sakibphobia is a complex phenomenon that requires a multi-dimensional approach to understanding and addressing. The sociological theories of structural functionalism, symbolic interactionism, and conflict perspective provide valuable insights into the underlying social processes and power dynamics that contribute to sakibphobia. By considering these perspectives, researchers and practitioners can develop interventions that address the psychological and social factors that contribute to sakibphobia and promote social harmony, inclusivity, and equity. Further research is needed to fully understand the causes, manifestations, and impacts of sakibphobia in different social and cultural contexts.
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